My opinion about whether national parks in Alaska or Florida would be better to visit is Florida. Because of all the parks that are made up of beaches and all of the wildlife the wildlife in the water and the wildlife on land. My opinion is also because of the preserves like Big Cypress National Preserve. Cypress Swamp encompasses more 700,000 fresh water acres that support a dizzying array of wildlife, from alligators to the Florida panther. It is also because of the history in these parks, like in the park we’ve been talking about the bounty of the swamp attracted American Indian Tribes, including the Miccosukee and Seminole, as well as early as Spanish settlers. The Gulf Islands National Seashore spread across two island chains. Outdoor enthusiast can camp, fish swim, snorkel, hike, bike, and bird watch along miles of pristine shoreline. They also have a trail there called the Andrew Jackson Trail its one five trails leading out of Naval Live Oaks. Did you know that 80 percent of Gulf Island National Seashore is underwater.

That is why my opinion on whether national parks in Florida or Alaska would be better to visit is Florida.